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PRT "No, fo this, Frazier replied: there was no test made of the materials," 
He did mat deny, as he should have, the statexent attributed to him by 
Eisenberg; but he did reiterate that he did not test (or, presumably, 
clean) the (non-visible) materials. 

wince this is a point of considerable SRNGETAECE, and if it is not too 
much trouble, I hope that you will be able to locate oe exact source of your 
statement (GUNS, May 1967, page 20, column 2) that “before this bullet arrived 
at the FBI Laboratory, ‘it was washed with Hyvdr rosoi, a ae solvent;' thus 
eliminating any possible attempt at »lood tests or eropbings..." ete. 

It was enlightening as well as enjoyable to talk to you and I hope 
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Yours very sincerely, 

Via Heagher 

l2 street NYC 1 MTA Nal ae adie


